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Bulk Di�usivity of Lattice Gases Close to CriticalityHerbert Spohn�, Horng-Tzer YauyCourant Institute, New York UniversityNew York, NY 10012e-mail: yau@math.nyu.eduAbstractWe consider lattice gases where particles jump at random times constrained by hardcore exclusion (simple exclusion process with speed change). The conventional theory ofcritical slowing down predicts that close to a critical point the bulk di�usivity vanishes asthe inverse compressibility. We con�rm this claim by proving a strictly positive lower boundfor the conductivity.1 IntroductionClose to a critical point dynamical processes become sluggish. Such a critical slowing downcan be infered already from the most primitive approximation. E.g. if the order parameterm is supposed to satisfy m = �V 0(m) with V (m) = am2 + bm4; b > 0; then as a ! 0+the relaxation to the equilibrium point m = 0 becomes slow. A more demanding problem isto extract such a slow behavior out of a microscopic model with many degrees of freedom.Now, the conventional theory [1,2] asserts that dynamical processes slow down because closeto criticality certain thermodynamic susceptibilities diverge. No extra complications aresupposed to arise from the dynamics itself. In fact, the conventional theory turns out to�permanent address: Theoretische Physik, Theresienstr. 37, 80333 M�unchen, GermanyyResearch partially supported by U.S. National Science Foundation grant 9101196, Sloan FoundationFellowship and David and Lucile Packard Foundation Fellowship.1



be wrong for an Ising model with spin ip dynamics, at least below the upper criticaldimension. There is then an independent dynamical scaling exponent governing the slowdecay at Tc[3]: On the other hand for a conserved �eld a renormalization group calculationsupports the conventional theory [3,4]. There has been considerable numerical e�ort to verifythese predictions, cf. [5], e.g.. Since for lattice gases close to criticality there is slowing downon top of a conservation law, Monte Carlo simulations are plagued by substantial numericaluncertainties. To our knowledge, the most extensive Monte Carlo computation [6] obtainsresults at least consistent with the conventional theory.The aim of our paper is to prove bounds on the bulk di�usivity, D(�); asd��(1� �)�(�)�1 � D(�) � d+�(1� �)�(�)�1: (1:1)Here � is the density of the lattice gas, 0 � � � 1; �(�) is its compressibility, and 0 < d� �d+ <1 are suitable constants independent of the density. Thus, if �(�) = j���cj�(��1); � >1; close to the critical density �c; then D(�) vanishes as j� � �cj(��1) for � ! �c: This isprecisely one of the predictions of the conventional theory.Our paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we briey recall the de�nition of latticegases, explain in more detail the claims of the conventional theory, and de�ne the bulkdi�usivity. In Section 3 we establish a lower bound on the bulk di�usivity, the upper boundin (1.1) being trivial.2 Conventional Theory and Bulk Di�usivityWe consider a lattice gas on a simple hypercubic lattice ZId: Although the bound to beestablished holds in fair generality (see remarks below), for the sake of concreteness andnotational simplicity we restrict ourselves to the nearest neighbor case. As standard, theoccupation variables are denoted by �(x); �(x) = 0; 1 with x 2 ZId; 
 and a whole particlecon�guration is denoted by � : ZId ! f0; 1g: The dynamics is governed by the exchange ratesc(x; y; �): We require c(x; y; �) = 0 unless jx� yj = 1 and to be nondegenerate in the sense0 < c� � c(x; y; �) � c+ <1 (2:1)2



for jx� yj = 1. The rates c(x; y) are assumed to depend on � only through f�(z) : jx� zj <R0; jy � zj < R0g; 1 � R0 <1, to be translation invariant, namely c(x; y; �) = c(x + a; y +a; �a�) with �a the shift by a, and to be invariant under lattice rotations. The generator forthe dynamics is then given byLf(�) = X<x;y> c(x; y; �)[f(�xy)� f(�)] (2:2)acting on local functions f . Here < x; y > denotes a pair of nearest neighbors and�xy(z) = 8>>>>><>>>>>: �(y) ; if z = x;�(x) ; if z = y;�(z) ; if z 6= x; y:L generates the Markov semigroup exp[Lt] on C(f0; 1gZId) and there exists a correspondingstochastic jump process �t, cf. [7] for details.We require our dynamics to be reversible. For this purpose we de�ne the energyH(�) = �� X<x;y> �(x)�(y): (2:3)� > 0 is an attractive and � < 0 a repulsive lattice gas. For a bond (x; y) let �xyH(�) =H(�xy)�H(�) be the energy di�erence. We impose then the conditionc(x; y; �) = c(x; y; �xy)e��xyH(�): (2:4)In particular, Eq. (2.4) implies that the set of canonical Gibbs measures with the nearestneighbor potential Jfx;yg = ���(x)�(y) is invariant and reversible under L [8]. We denotea translation invariant (not necessarily extreme) canonical Gibbs measure by �� and itsexpectations by < � >�, where the subscript � labels the average density, < �(x) >�= �. Thestochastic process �t; t 2 RI; with initial measure �� is space-time stationary. Expectationswith respect to this process are denoted by E�.The Gibbs measures will play a prominent role and it might be useful to �rst describetheir phase diagram (for d � 2) as presented in Figure 1.
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We plot the average density against � (not to scale). In region I there is a unique Gibbsmeasure. In region II, we have two extremal Gibbs measures which transform into eachother by a unit shift. Their typical con�gurations have a checkerboard pattern. The shadedregions III and IV correspond to mixtures of the Gibbs measures living at the boundarypoints of the density interval with � �xed. (�c; 12) is the critical point in the attractivecase. For ��t < � � ��c; there is a line of critical points which terminates in two criticalendpoints [9,10]. Only some parts of the phase diagram have been established mathematically[11,12,13].We de�ne the static compressibility by�(�) = Xx2ZId(< �(x)�(0) >� ��2) (2:5)for � in region I and II. For � = �c, �(�) diverges as � ! 12 : Similarly, for ��t < � < ��cand d = 2; 3, �(�) diverges as � approaches the line of critical points.Our real interest is the dynamics. The most basic property is the spreading of a densitydisturbance in equilibrium. As a quantitative measure one adopts the bulk di�usivity, D.Since our lattice gas is isotropic by assumption, D is a scalar and can be de�ned throughthe normalized second moment asD = limt!1 12dt��1 Xx2ZId x2[E�(�t(x)�0(0))� �2] � ��1�: (2:6)If �� satis�es an exponential mixing condition, then the limit (2.6) exists and � is giventhrough the variational formula [14]� = infG 12 dXj=1 < c(0; ej)[(e1 � ej)(�(0)� �(ej)) +D0ej Xx2ZId �xG]2 >� : (2:7)The in�mum is over all local functions G. Here ej is the unit vector along the positive j -axis and the exchange operator is de�ned byDxyf(�) = f(�xy)� f(�):Note that the sum over ZId contains only a �nite number of non-zero terms. Physically � hasthe meaning of a conductivity, i.e., if the exchange rates are slightly biased along the 1-axis,4



then a steady state current is induced which turns out to be proportional to � [14]. Fromnow on, we regard Eq. (2.7) as the de�nition of �.Taking G = 0 in (2.7) yields the upper bound� � c(�)d+: (2:8)with d+ = c+=2 and c(�) =< (�(0) � �(e1))2 >�. The conventional theory postulates that� remains strictly positive close to a critical point. By (2.6) this would imply that D(�)must vanish as �(�)�1 for � ! �c: At �rst sight this claim looks rather innocent. Howeveralong with it goes a prediction on the scaling close to �c as we explain now. We de�ne thestructure function bS(k; t) = Xx2ZId eik�x(E�(�t(x)�0(0))� �2) (2:9)with � in region I and II. The conventional theory argues that for small k and large tbS(k; t) �= bS(k; 0) exp[��k2jtj= bS(k; 0)]: (2:10)Away from criticality � = limk!0 bS(k; 0) and we recover the standard di�usive spreading ofa density disturbance with di�usion coe�cient D = �=�: However, at criticality bS(k; 0) �=c0jkj�2+� for k ! 0: If � does not vanish, then at the critical pointbS(k; t) �= c0jkj�2+� exp[�(�=c0)jkj4��jtj]: (2:11)The scaling form (2.11) is somewhat remote from rigorous analysis. Our goal here ismore modest.Theorem 1. Let � be a box with periodic boundary conditions. Let ��;� be the Gibbsmeasure Z�1 exp[�P<x;y>;x;y2� �(x)�(y)], constrained to the set f� 2 f0; 1g� : [�j�j] =Px2� �(x)g; 0 < � < 1, where [�] denotes the integer part and j�j the number of sites in �.Let � be de�ned by the variational form (2.7) with �� any weak limit point of the sequence��;�; j�j ! 1. There exists then a constant d� > 0 such thatc(�)d� � � (2:12)with c(�) =< (�(0)� �(e1))2 >� : 5



Remarks (1) In the context of Ginzburg-Landau models Theorem 1 can easily be provedusing the Schwarz inequality [16].(2) The bound d� is fairly explicit, cf. Eqs. (3.1), (3.10), but not too precise. It basicallyreects that at low temperature the time scale for di�usion increases as exp[2dj�j]:(3) �(�) = � as � ! 0 and �(�) = 1 � � for � ! 1. c(�) has the same limit behavior.Therefore D(�) tends to a non-zero value as �! 0; �! 1:(4) The proof of Theorem 1 goes through whenever the potential for the Gibbs measure andthe exchange rates are of �nite range.(5) Let � > �c: Then in region III we have � = ���+(1� �)�+; 0 < � < 1: Correspondingly�� = ����+(1��)��+; �(�) = ��(��)+(1��)�(�+): On the other hand density uctuationsare macroscopic (proportional to j�j) and therefore �(�) =1 for �� < � < �+: Since �(�)�1jumps from a non-zero value to zero at �+ and ��, D(�) is bounded away from zero for0 � � � �� or �+ � � � 1 and vanishes for �� < � < �+. The same argument applies toregion IV. Thus in the shaded regions we have D(�) = 0. [In the context of Ginzbug-Landaumodels Rezakhanlou [15] proves that this extension into the two phase region is indeed thecorrect one.](6) By the spectral representation and Jensen inequality one has the lower bound bS(k; t) �bS(k; 0) exp[��0k2jtj= bS(k; 0)], compare with Eq. (2.10). Here �0 � � and �0 is given bytaking G = 0 in (2.7).Addendum Although somewhat o� the main track, the reader might be curious to knowhow D(�) vanishes as � ! �c according to current knowledge. To facilitate comparisonwith the literature we use standard symbols for the critical exponents. In d = 2 most ofthem come from the Onsager solution. Above the upper critical dimension one has mean�eld values. In between one has a variety of approximate methods. Three cases have to bedistinguished. (1) � = �c , �c = 12 : The order parameter �eld and the conserved �eld agree.This is known as Model B in critical dynamics. The scaling form for the structure function iswritten as jkj�2+� exp[�jkjzjtj] with z = 4� � = 2+ (2� �). (ii) ��t < � < ��c; �c = �c(�):The order parameter �eld is the staggered density which di�ers from the conserved �eld.This is known as Model C in critical dynamics. The scaling form for the structure function6



is written as jkj��=� exp[�jkjzjtj] with z = 2+�=� . (iii) � = ��t; � = �t: This is a tricriticalpoint. The notation is as in (ii) with index t:ad (i): One has D(�) �= j� � 12 j��1 with � � 1 = 14 for d = 2; � � 1 �= 3:8 for d = 3 , and� � 1 = 2 for d � 4: Also � = 14 for d = 2, � �= 0:03 for d = 3 , and � = 0 for d � 4:ad (ii): �c(�) is parabolic close to � = 12 : One has D(�) �= j� � �cj�=(1��) with D vanishingas an inverse logarithm in d = 2; �=(1� �) �= 0:12 for d = 3; and D bounded for d � 4: At� = ��c, D remains bounded. The structure function diverges logarithmically, for d = 2diverges as jkj�0:17 for d = 3, and remains bounded for d � 4; cf. [9].ad (iii): One has D(�) �= j�� �tj�t=(1��t) with �t=(1� �t) = 8 for d = 2 and �t=(1��t) = 1for d � 3; cf. [9].3 A Lower BoundWe prove Theorem 1. Let � = [0; 2`]d � ZId with ` > 0 and integer. We make out of � atorus by considering (: : : ; 2`; : : :) and (: : : ; 0; : : :) as nearest neighbors (= periodic boundaryconditions). Let ` > R0: Then c(x; y) is de�ned for every bond on the torus �. Let < � >�denote expectation with respect to the Gibbs measure Z�1e�H on the torus � constrainedto the set f� 2 f0; 1g� : Px2� �(x) = [�j�j]g: We write x = (x1; x?) where x1 2 ZI is alongthe 1-axis and x? 2 ZId�1 is orthogonal to the 1-axis.We �rst prove a lemma which states that long range jumps can be replaced by shortrange jumps. This lemma is well known and can be proved with standard method if theinverse temperature � = 0, namely for the identical independent random variables. In [16],this lemma was extended to the independent but not necessary identical case. The methodwe employ here uses idea similar to [16].Lemma 2. For every function u on f0; 1gj�j we have12` < [D(0;0)(2`;0)u]2 >�� c0 2`�1Xy=0 < [D(y;0)(y+1;0)u]2 >� (3:1)with c0 = (2e4dj�j)2d+2: 7



Proof: Let A = f(0; 0); (2; 0); : : : ; (2`; 0)g � �: For notational simplicity we label theselattice sites by j = 0; : : : ; `: We condition on �c = f�(x)jx 2 � n Ag: Because H is nearestneighbor, the conditional measure is of the form(Ỳj=0 pj(�(j)j�c))h(X̀j=0 �(j); �c):Expectations with respect to this measure are denoted by < � >�c : The function h ensuresthe global constraint on the density and the Gibbs factor readpj(�(j)j�c) = (exp[�(j)Ej(�c)] + exp[(�(j)� 1)Ej(�c)])�1;where Ej takes only values in f0; �; : : : ; �2dg: Accordingly we partition A into the 2d + 1disjoint sets Ar = fj 2 A : Ej = �rg; r = 0; 1; : : : ; 2d: The basic idea is to perform exchanges�rst only within A0; then within A1; etc..We start with A0 and label A0 = fyj : j = 1; : : : ; ng; yj < yj+1; jA0j = n: We also sety0 = 0 and yn+1 = `, provided yn < `: Let Txyu(�) = u(�xy): ThenT0` = Ty0y1 : : : Tynyn+1Tyn�1yn : : : Ty0y1 :If either y1 = 0 or yn = `, then the corresponding factors are omitted. We write thetelescoping sumD0`u = Ty0y1 : : : (Ty0y1u� u) + Ty0y1 : : : (Ty2y1u� u) + : : :+ (Ty0y1u� u): (3:2)Now (Tyjyj+1f)2 = Tyjyj+1f 2 and < Tyjyj+1f >�c=< f >�c provided 1 � j � n � 1: For theendpoints we use< Ty0y1jf j >�c� e2dj�j < jf j >�c ; < Tynyn+1 jf j >�c� e2dj�j < jf j >�c :Then, using (3.2) and Schwarz inequality, we arrive at`�1 < (D0`u)2 >�c� 2e4dj�j nXj=0(yj+1 � yj)�1 < (Dyjyj+1u)2 >�c : (3:3)If either y1 = 0 or yn = `; then the corresponding summands in (3.3) have to be ommitted.Note that terms on the right hand side of (3.3) are normalized by the jump length just as8



on the right. Thus whenever yj+1 � yj > 1 we may iterate our procedure for each isolatedinterval separately, now employing the subset A1 instead of A0 etc.. Then`�1 < (D0`u)2 >�c� (2e4dj�j)2d+1 `�1Xj=0 < (Djj+1u)2 >�c : (3:4)We average over �c and use that< (Dx;x+2e1u)2 >�� 4e4dj�j[< (Dx;x+e1u)2 >� + < (Dx+e1;x+2e1u)2 >�]:Inserting this bound in Eq. (3.4) yields (3.1). 2Proof of Theorem 1: We de�neW = Xx?2[0;2`]d�1(1 + exp[��(0;x?)(2`;x?)H])(�(0; x?)� �(2`; x?)) (3:5)and L = X<x;y>x;y2��c(x; y)Dx;y: (3:6)P� means that we omit all bonds in � with end points (2`; x?); (0; x?) and correspondinglyfor the other coordinate axes. Clearly, for any h we have < Wh(Px2� �(x)) >�= 0: Thus Wis orthogonal to the zero subspace of L and< W (�L)�1W >�= supu f2 < Wu >� �D(u)g; (3:7)where D is the Dirichlet form for L: We set u = �u� with � 2 RI andu� = Xx2�(e1 � x)�(x) +Xx2� �xG:Here G is a function of �nite range R, ` > R , and �x is considered as a shift on the torus �:To compute the two terms in Eq. (3.7) we use the translation invariance (mod �) of < � >� :We then obtain< W (�L)�1W >�� sup� f(2`+ 1)d�12`[�2�� � 2�2��(G)] + 2�(G)g (3:8)with � =< (�(0; 0)� �(2`; 0))2 >�;9



(G) = Xx2� < W�xG >�;��(G) = 12 dXj=1 < c(0; ej)[(e1 � ej)(�(0)� �(ej)) +D0ej Xx �xG]2 >� :Taking the supremum over � yields��(G) � 12(2`+ 1)d�12`[� � (2`+ 1)�d+1(2`)�1(G)]2 < W (�L)�1W >�1� : (3:9)We return to Eq. (3.7). By Schwarz inequality and Lemma 22j < Wu >� j = 2j Xx?2[0;2`]d�1 < [u(�(0;x?)(2`;x?))� u(�)][�(0; x?)� �(2`; x?)] >� j� Xx?2[0;2`]d�1(c02`)�1 < [u(�(0;x?)(2`;x?))� u(�)]2 >�+2c0` < [�(0; x?)� �(2`; x?)]2 >�� D(u) + c0(2`+ 1)d�12`�:Thus < W (�L)�1W >�� c0(2`+ 1)d�12`�and ��(G) � 12c0 1� [� � (2`+ 1)�d+12`�1(G)]2: (3:10)We now take a sequence of ` ! 1 such that �� ! �� weakly. It follows that j(G)j �const:`d�1; since only those terms contribute to the sum where the support of �xG overlapsfx : x1 = 0; x1 = 2`g: Hence the right hand side of (3.10) converges to c(�)=2c0 with cgiven in Theorem 1. Since ��(G) is the expectation of a �xed local function, it convergesto �(G); the expression inside the in�mum of (2.7). Taking the in�mum over G yields thelower bound (2.12). 2
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